
Beach Hoppers 
What are they?  
Beach hoppers are large amphipods. Amphipods are part of the crustacean family that 
includes crabs, lobsters, and shrimp. These very small creatures have seven matched 
pairs of walking legs. Their outer shell is tough, but it isn’t as hard as a crab shell, for 
example.  

What do they look like?  
Beach hoppers look like tiny sand-colored shrimp. They have rounded backs and are 
about an inch long. 

Like their cousins, the lobsters, beach hoppers have two long antennas that they use to 
investigate their environment.  

Where can you find them? 
Beach hoppers live on sandy beaches, above the reaches of the highest tides.  

How do they behave? 
Sometimes, people call hoppers “beach fleas” because they do hop around like fleas. And they can travel pretty far by doing this, 
covering up to 1 meter (a little over three feet) in a single jump.  

During the day, beach hoppers live in burrows they dig straight down below the sand surface. At night, they come out of their burrows to 
feed down by the edge of the water.  

What do they eat?  
Beach hoppers eat decaying plant matter that washes up on the beach. They 
sometimes eat up to half their body weight in one night. Think about how much food you 
would have to eat if you ate half your body weight in one day! 

What eats them?  
Beach hoppers are a good food source for the numbers of birds that you see on sandy 
beaches. Other creatures that include these beach hoppers on their menus include 
insects, raccoons, and ghost crabs. 

Creature Feature 
Beach hoppers are scavengers, eating up great quantities of decaying and decayed 
material that would otherwise make the Bay’s beaches very unpleasant for people who 
use them. 
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